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Q1 Do you think the current draft Master Plan reflects the type of
improvements needed in the Downtown?
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Q2 Within the core area of Downtown, do you think building 6 stories in
height should be allowed?
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Q3 Do you like the idea of providing pocket parks and small open spaces
in the Downtown core?
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Q4 Do you think the suggested residential densities in the Downtown core
are appropriate?

Answered: 47 Skipped: 1
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Q5 Do you think a new Downtown library should be considered?
Answered: 48 Skipped: 0
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Q6 Do you think the site in front of Discovery Place Kids should be
developed for mixed-use?

Answered: 47 Skipped: 1
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Q7 Do you think Gilead Road should be widened?
Answered: 48 Skipped: 0
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Q8 Do you like the idea of the East-West Connector?
Answered: 47 Skipped: 1
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Q9 Do you think the parking strategy (surface or structured in all 4 core
quadrants) is appropriate for the Downtown?

Answered: 48 Skipped: 0
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Q10 What elements about the Draft Master Plan do you like?
Answered: 31 Skipped: 17

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Sidewalks, stormwater 10/30/2022 8:23 PM

2 Most everything civic and infrastructure . We have little to no say in privately owned. 10/30/2022 8:18 PM

3 Overall I like the vision, especially the pocket parks, adding retail/restaurant space, and more
connecting roads to have options for spreading traffic around. Love the Seam Trail coming
through Church Street and the idea of storm water retention becoming an amenity. For
downtown core the option with 4 story max height (definitely not more than 5) and with the
building set back is my preferred version. Like the idea of retail built on 1st floor of parking
deck for town hall. Hoping completion/refurbishment of sidewalks in the entire downtown core
will be a near term "to do" item to make all these improvements accessible. Fan of the
"Woonerf" areas and Green Street for Walters. Pro Redline if it ever could happen it would be
amazing.

10/28/2022 5:02 PM

4 Having library 10/25/2022 3:02 PM

5 Looking to the future of Huntersville 10/25/2022 10:06 AM

6 Extra parks 10/24/2022 11:18 PM

7 places to eat 10/24/2022 4:38 PM

8 Increasing density is the most important aspect to building Downtown Huntersville up. 10/24/2022 2:49 PM

9 Keeping current suburban feel. 10/24/2022 9:03 AM

10 It takes a holistic look at downtown and attempts to make it more walkable The east-west
connector streets will be very helpful to by-pass the Gilead/US 21 intersection. Is there a need
for a southern east-west connector south of Gilead?

10/24/2022 2:08 AM

11 I like there are some places with stores on the bottom and apartments up top. Good
compromise. I like parking for Veterans Park.

10/24/2022 2:03 AM

12 Nothing. 10/23/2022 4:32 PM

13 Nothing. Huntersville is suburban and rural. Why the push for urban? Leave that to Charlotte.
You are asking for increased crime with this new plan.

10/23/2022 3:30 PM

14 East west connector so the town can take over Gilead Rd. 10/22/2022 4:07 PM

15 Parks, connectivity. 10/22/2022 3:15 PM

16 It seems as though we are throwing out downtown completely and building a new one - that no
one will go to. So none.

10/21/2022 10:29 AM

17 Dispersing the traffic, pedestrian friendly, drives small business into downtown 10/21/2022 8:55 AM

18 More retail, restaurants and walkability. Larger sidewalks, tree canopy additions. 10/20/2022 11:21 PM

19 The new brewery on gilead near Hollbrook park. 10/20/2022 8:52 PM

20 No Opinion 10/20/2022 8:25 PM

21 Better aligns with town population size, and provides opportunities for townspeople to gather,
shop meet friends for dinner, and play.

10/20/2022 7:43 PM

22 For the potential of commercial businesses. 10/20/2022 7:41 PM

23 Walkability. Slower vehicle speeds. 10/20/2022 7:35 PM

24 I liked being told there would be commercial and tree saving, but I have had that smoke
blowed up my butt before

10/20/2022 7:35 PM
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25 I like that we can envision the future we want for Huntersville and idealized the type of growth
we want.

10/20/2022 7:34 PM

26 Green space, parks, connectivity 10/20/2022 7:34 PM

27 None 10/20/2022 7:33 PM

28 Interconnected streets. People unnecessarily fear a strategy that is effectively used almost
everywhere!

10/20/2022 7:32 PM

29 trying to make it a destination 10/20/2022 7:31 PM

30 I like the connectivity of the road network and I do support additional retail/ commercial space.
I like the pedestrian friendly sidewalks.

10/20/2022 7:21 PM

31 New Huntersville elementary 10/20/2022 7:15 PM
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Q11 What elements about the Draft Master Plan do you dislike?
Answered: 34 Skipped: 14

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I disliked the push for high density development in the downtown area. 10/30/2022 11:34 PM

2 The thing I most dislike is the east-west connector. Use Mt. Holly-Huntersville and Stumptown
into downtown. Stumptown will come to Seagle St, and MtH-H can be the southern route. The
Town needs to take ownership of Gilead and not widen it to a freeway. Widening Gilead (and
the e-w corridor) will kill any walkability. In addition, I don’t like that every “underutilized” space
is covered with a white box. It only invites developers and handicaps the Board. Downtown
does not have to be developed to within a inch of our lives. Also, do not cut down the trees to
expand Holbrook Park. None of the current projects are replanting with “like” trees. We need to
consider the 700+ approved multi-family housing already in downtown. If you’re going to build,
build commercial and retail and civic.

10/30/2022 8:23 PM

3 East / west connector, especially the segment from Sherwood to Church , you’ll never get
across the tracks so it does more harm than good.

10/30/2022 8:18 PM

4 Need much more effort in preserving tree canopy. It's irreplaceable! We have lost an enormous
number of trees in just the last 3 months. Saving only 5 of 34 specimen trees for Vermillion
Front is disappointing and since this is more than required we are not requiring enough.
Davidson is doing much better in this area and Huntersville should take note. Light and noise
pollution should also be considered in plan and reducing speed limits ie. for truck traffic on
Huntersville Concord Rd. The entire plan for the downtown core will be nearly impossible to
achieve if NCDOT widens the road leaving no room for wide sidewalks and set back buildings.
Need to push developers harder for meeting expectations -North State is disappointing with
total retail. Are recycling efforts built into plan? Love The Vine but there are no recycling bins. I
picked up some trash and cans on my walk through town today and had to carry cans all the
way home to recycle. Thanks for listening.

10/28/2022 5:02 PM

5 Never widen Gilead 10/25/2022 3:02 PM

6 Would like to see more diversity 10/25/2022 10:06 AM

7 Too many new roads, too much road widening, too much density. 10/24/2022 11:18 PM

8 No more apartments and stop talking about destroying peoples homes 10/24/2022 5:00 PM

9 too many apartments 10/24/2022 4:38 PM

10 Putting permanent tree areas so close to downtown with drastically slow progress these areas
can be placed stratgicly around Huntersville on much less expensive and important areas.

10/24/2022 2:49 PM

11 Strongly disagree with the urban strategy. It should enhance current historical attributes. Multi-
family housing should be extremely limited.

10/24/2022 9:03 AM

12 Although I oppose NCDOT’s expansion of 115 & Gilead, I do think 115 needs some on street
parking and a widening of the sidewalks. Why? It represents the centerpiece of downtown both
in age and focal point. That area, both on the Discovery Center side of 115, and the Slice
Pizza side of 115 have too small sidewalks for being a centerpiece of downtown. On street
parking is helpful in walkable downtowns as they provide a physical and psychological buffer
for pedestrians on the sidewalk. The plot of land along 115 in front of the Discovery Center
should stay vacant and be turned into a plaza or park (or allow for a small widening of 115 to
allow on street parking). A large building would just create a negative crowding effect. The
Master Plan made a significant mistake in presuming certain existing homes and properties
(e.g. Walters Street) would be converted into more efficient mixed use areas. The town needs
old buildings and homes as part of a viable downtown, and should respect and presume
existing property owners will be staying. These homes are part of the town’s tradition and
history. At the hearing on October 20, the plan appeared to not consult the affected residents
and offended them greatly (perhaps this is a misperception). Why not a charette held with
existing property owners to truly solicit their input on what they would like to see? A charette is

10/24/2022 2:08 AM
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usually the first step in new urban design and helps to assure anxious homeowners and
incorporate their input. Six story buildings are a mistake. Downtown Huntersville must develop
organically and 1-2 stories are sizes that respect downtown Huntersville’s small town feel and
history. There is no need to make Huntersville Downtown like Charlotte or even Birkdale. Even
the Discovery Center and garage are out of place and eyesores. Respect the history and
building styles there – even if they aren’t perfectly “new urban”. I worry that sidewalks and
shade trees will be the last on the list, when in fact it should be the first. Is not the goal of this
plan to serve pedestrians? If it doesn’t provide adequate sidewalks, is not the entire project in
vain? It is uncertain the Master Plan will truly integrate existing neighborhoods with downtown.
Has the town truly considered whether people from Greenway, or Mullen Streets, or from
Vermillion/Gibson Park Drive will really walk into downtown on a summer day? Are there
enough sidewalks and shade trees planned to encourage this walk? If the answer is no, than it
seems to defeat the purpose of a walkable downtown, if it won’t attract the nearby existing
residents to walk there? Doesn’t downtown meant to first serve its nearby residents, before
any proposed visitors? Otherwise wouldn’t most people just be driving to downtown so they
can walk, shop and eat? Is there truly enough space to grow medium or large shade trees
where planned? Overall, the Master Plan seems to look good from 30,000 feet, but a closer
look reveals lack of clarity on whether this plan will actually be successful. Will it be a
mediocre downtown revitalization that fails to create an endearing place that will last through
the centuries? What really would help is to have more public forums and especially charettes –
let the people have input. Don’t rush it. The give and take between people, businesses,
planners and government is what will make this downtown plan work.

13 TOO much density and displacement of existing citizens. 10/24/2022 2:03 AM

14 Urban Look, Filling green space with buildings, Infrastructure will not sustain all
recommendations, Huntersville will never be a City because it was designated a town when
chartered, etc.

10/23/2022 4:32 PM

15 All of it. You are putting the cart before the horse and not thinking about the current traffic and
school overcrowding we already have. Huntersville should get out of Mecklenburg County. We
moved here because we don't want city living.

10/23/2022 3:30 PM

16 It doesn’t look like a village. 4-6 stories is too high and the density is too high. Pls make it
more like a quaint village.

10/22/2022 4:07 PM

17 The residential density is too high. Six stories is too high. Four stories max. More retail space.
Mixed-use should require the ENTIRE first floor be commercial/retail. Older homes should be
incorporated into the overall plan. Allowances or incentives should be given to home owners in
the downtown to convert to retail/commercial in order to keep the vintage character of our
original downtown. Too many roundabouts and alleys going through older existing
neighborhoods. Leave places like White Hill and Hunter Village alone. They serve a need for
people in our community. We need more affordable/low income housing.

10/22/2022 3:15 PM

18 Discovery Place Kids was a coup for Huntersville, and that baby is getting thrown out with the
bathwater.

10/21/2022 10:29 AM

19 Parking garages, the elimination of green spaces, multiple story buildings 10/21/2022 10:29 AM

20 4 stories should be the max, small open space is good but no need for additional pocket parks 10/21/2022 8:55 AM

21 Way way way too dense. I don’t hate the idea of some more 4 story places as long as it’s
commercial on the first floor. You can’t get rid of the arts and cultural building. It would revert
back to the library if it’s not civic space. I think it’s got some historical roots too. Also you
can’t just displace people. I don’t know what happened the the low/medium/high but this is all
high. Disappointed you shut down the most valuable conversations that were happening.

10/20/2022 11:21 PM

22 East- west connector road will cause more traffic in sherwood forest esp during school drop-off
and pick up times. That road would go across the new greenway. Where are the HES baseball
fields going and removing more of the woods behind the school? Consider putting the mixed-
use development at Cashion's gas station instead of in front of the discovery kids place or use
the central park/square area. Veterans park and hollbrook park are a block away. Holbrook park
needs more parking after the pickleball craze near the playground and/or behind the brewery.
Widen old statesville rd and gilead rd.

10/20/2022 8:52 PM

23 No Opinion 10/20/2022 8:25 PM

24 There does need to be consideration for current homeowners, who could conceivably be 10/20/2022 7:43 PM
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displaced at some point.

25 More commercial residential on top of the already coming commercial and private residential. 10/20/2022 7:41 PM

26 There is a lot of misunderstanding. If folks don't understand, they seem to be getting
suspicious.

10/20/2022 7:35 PM

27 All the high density and disregard to current homeowners. Also I personally do not want to live
in Charlotte. I wanted small town

10/20/2022 7:35 PM

28 I dislike how many people do not get the big picture of what this is. 10/20/2022 7:34 PM

29 No 5 or 6 story buildings please! 3 is ideal for the main roads. Housing density is too high. 10/20/2022 7:34 PM

30 All 10/20/2022 7:33 PM

31 Six stories is too much too fast. Maybe reconsider in 10-15 years. 10/20/2022 7:32 PM

32 Creating more streets through residential neighborhoods is not optimal. Please minimize roads
going through existing parks and greenways.

10/20/2022 7:31 PM

33 It’s density. Way over developed. Too much residential. Every square foot doesn’t need
something. There is too much history that makes Huntersville what it is. You are wiping it
away.

10/20/2022 7:21 PM

34 The round about a, east west connector , 6 stories. 10/20/2022 7:15 PM


